
inControl Systems' Special Hazard Tips

How to Reduce Clean-Agent Installation Costs by 35%

Designing and commissioning the discharge pipe network for a clean-
agent suppression system is a labour intensive process. Much of the time 
is spent designing the discharge pipe network and nozzles locations to 
meet very specific site, code, and performance requirements.

To make matters worse, site conditions can frequently change and 
available ceiling space can become unexpectedly occupied requiring
re-engineering. As a result, much of the cost of a clean-agent 
suppression systems is in the discharge pipe network due to its high 
material cost and stringent performance requirements.  

Many of the costly clean-agent installation requirements can be eased with key three features of inControl 
Systems’ unique discharge nozzles. These features reduce pipe runs and material costs, lower engineering 
and installation time, and when combined, can reduce installation costs by over 35%.

Upright Mount Nozzles
Competitive discharge nozzles require 
pendant-style mounting which can lead to 
additional design and installation costs.

For example, a goose-neck pipe design 
(left) is needed in cases where the main 
pipe discharge network is below the nozzle 
such as single nozzle applications or 
raised-floor spaces. Large data center 
applications, for example, could have a 
discharge nozzle every 32' in the raised 
floor with each requiring a goose-neck 
pipe configuration.

inControl Systems' nozzles reduce costs by 
featuring a pendant or upright nozzle 
configuration (right). For single nozzle 
applications, simply mount the nozzle on top of 
the vertical discharge pipe. For raised-floor 
applications, simply mount the upright nozzle 
on the top of each t-coupling. 

90 Degree Corner-Mount Nozzles
The most cost-effective 
and convenient location 
to locate the clean-agent 
cylinder is typically in the 
corner of the protected 
space. Corner-mounting 
the cylinder maximizes 
the space's usable space 
since the cylider is out of 
the way.

Unfortunately, corner-mounting the cylinder increases 
costs because discharge nozzles typlically only provide 
180- or 360-degree discharge patterns and need to be 
located in the center of the wall or ceiling. As a result, 
additional design time, pipe, hangers, struts, and labour 
is needed to design a corner-mounted cylinder with 180- 
or 360-degree nozzles.

inControl Systems' nozzles reduce costs by also offering a 
90-degree nozzle. From the corner-mounted cylinder, 
simply mount the nozzle on top of the vertical discharge 
pipe (left). This nozzle can protect spaces up to 24' x 24' or 
alternative sizes providing a 33.94' diagonal is 
maintained.
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Lower Nozzle Height
Competitive discharge nozzles need to be located no 
greater than 12 inches from the ceiling of the 
protected space (i.e., maximum ceiling clearance) and 
free from obstructions no less than 4 feet. If not, the 
clean-agent fluid may not fully atomize into a gas 
during discharge and could fail to extinguish the fire. 

As a result, uneven  or densely populated ceilings like 
those in datacenters can create significant design 
challenges for nozzle and discharge pipe placement. 

inControl Systems' nozzles reduce costs by featuring discharge nozzles with a maximum ceiling clearance of 4.5 
feet. Not only does this lower the amount of required pipe, but a 4.5 foot ceiling clearance moves the nozzle far 
away from complex ceiling obstructions and orifices.

Cost Saving Example

20' (h) x 20' (w) x 12' (h) server room with 2' raised floor. The following parts are required: 

· 5' x 1½" schedule 40 pipe
· 2 x 1' strut
· 2 x pipe clamp
· est. 1 hour

· 19.5' x 1½" schedule 40 pipe
· 2 x 1½" elbows
· 2 x 1' struts
· 2 x pipe clamp
· 3 x 1½" pipe hangers
· 1½' threaded rods
· est. 4 hours

Standard 360 Degree Nozzles inControl's 90 Degree Nozzles
Main Space Piping Main Space Piping

Raised-floor Space Piping Raised-floor Space Piping

· 3' x 1½" schedule 40 pipe
· 1 x 1' strut
· 1 x pipe clamp
· est. 30min

· 18' x 1½" schedule 40 pipe
· 4 x 1' strut
· 4 x pipe clamp

· est. 4 hour
· 4 x 1½" elbows
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